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PILLARS INTERPRETATION REPORT

CHART
Name: PRINCE CHARLES
Date/Time: 14 Nov 1948, 9:14 pm (GMT +0:00)
Adjusted: 14 Nov 1948, 9:13 pm (LMT +0:00:32)

You are a yin Water type, which indicates that you are in a process of building certain qualities 
into your life, either consciously or otherwise. You do this primarily through any means by 
which you can express the intuitive, communicative side of your nature. You have a 
preponderance of Yin in your nature, which gives you a strong empathy with people, and you 
tend to work very well with women. Communications comes easily to you when speaking at a 
very personal, intimate level. You feel a deep sort of symbiotic relationship with the greater 
society in which you live. With children and friends you find that there is a connection that goes 
beyond the normal order of such relationships. This produces results that could not be had with 
anyone else in similar circumstances. Earth is the element that shapes your destiny and this is 
found in the areas of life ruled by society and your extended family. They have had the most far-
reaching effect upon your development, especially the men in those areas. The element ruling 
your sense of self - Water - finds its greatest support through your immediate family and friends 
and your creative pursuits. There tends to be tension indicated between you and your spouse.

This life is a time of victory over things that have held you back in the past and that have kept 
you bound to the past for you. It is a social and interactive life for you, as indicated by the 
Rabbit. This also indicates that you will likely attract that sort of partner into your life - strongly 
social, conversational, well-read, good judge of character, humble and reserved. These same 
qualities can apply to you at times, but you tend to be a more intuitive, sociable type of person. 
You seek to be a person of some distinction in the world and to expand well beyond the situation 
of your birth. This can cause you to seem timid on the one hand as you are not quite sure how you 
fit in with people, and quite courageous and independent once you figure out where you do fit in. 
Social contacts and extended family help you to maintain your focus and leaders in society can 
have a profound effect upon your thinking. Your family of birth is supportive. You feel a deep 
kinship with them. You feel a real sense of giving from your partner but are at odds with and 
sometimes unsupported by this person. From the standpoint of the outer observer you can be 
quite the independent spirit when you are with other people, but you can be reserved and 
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withdrawn away from people as you brood over your lot in life. You express this most 
comfortably among social contacts and extended family. The times when you best express these 
qualities are when you get back in touch with the plans you are supposed to give full expression 
to in this life.

In marriage/partnership, you tend toward a social life with many people coming into the sphere 
of your partnership and in your later years will likely be quite contemplative and reflective. You 
desire an eloquent life and are very likely to have it. The home base is somewhat a problem for 
you. Your partner, being somewhat reserved and withdrawn around others, must be able to rally 
their considerable people skills if they are to be able to provide a comfortable home base. You 
desire your partner to be able to communicate the depths of their nature to you and to share in 
every aspect of your life. There is some friction with them, but because of the nature of the phase 
of life your inner evolution represents, they will seem reserved and withdrawn at times. This is 
meant to show you about your own inner nature and to bring you back in line with your own 
purpose, because you are actually quite fond of being with people, and this behavior is meant to 
draw you out and thus get you to interact with people. When this happens you may find that you 
have been a bit too reserved yourself in some ways.

Your work life inclines toward the inspirational, but practical, and you do well in careers where 
you can, through your inspirations, motivate others toward progressive and courageous new 
incentives. You have to create your own opportunities around money, though, and you would do 
well to make friends and acquaintances among spirited, inspirational, professional and incisive 
people as well as courageous, enterprising, strong and eloquent individuals. They feel that your 
deep understanding of the undercurrents of things is the wellspring of your good advice. Because 
of this, they can advise you in kind on the material side of your life and give you the inspiration 
that you need and the motivation that feeds you to eventually acquire the things you desire. You 
are socially somewhat conservative. You feel that you are a real force within your social circle. 
Since you have a very circumspect view of society and the ability to divine what is going on 
with the outer world, along with will, you can make things happen in that world.

In your later years you will be known as a person who knows how to call in the right people to 
get done what is needed. If your life goes according to plan, you will have produced a lot of 
inner change and growth within your life.  You may not have attained the outer security you have 
sought, but you have learned a lot about yourself and you will have developed an inner resilience
over the years. This gives you the place of tranquility where you can withdraw to contemplate 
the next steps ahead for you as you look back on a life well-lived. Though your approach may 
seem soft, you have learned toughness over the years. People will have learned to revere you, to 
rely on you and to honor your accomplishments. And, when you finally journey on to the 
Heavenly Fields, you will be honored as a great and wise Ancestor - affectionately known as the 
"Rabbit Leaving the Forest", whose creative gifts bring all out of the wilderness and into the 
light, and whose wisdom is treasured like the Gold Coin. You were able to see all and are still 
able to guide everyone left behind through the legacy of your wisdom, will, wit and unique 
creative gifts.

The text in this report was written by Malvin Artley. Copyright (c) 2005.
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